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About the Book
The story we usually tell about childhood and success is the one about intelligence: success
comes to those who score highest on tests, from preschool admissions to SATs. In How
Children Succeed, Paul Tough argues for a very different understanding of what makes a child
successful. Drawing on groundbreaking research in neuroscience, economics, and psychology,
Tough shows that the qualities that matter most have less to do with IQ and more to do
with character: skills like grit, curiosity, conscientiousness, and optimism.
How Children Succeed introduces a new generation of scientists and educators who are
radically changing our understanding of how children develop character, how they learn to
think, and how they overcome adversity. It tells the personal stories of young people struggling to stay on the right side of the line between success and failure. And it argues for a
new way of thinking about how best to steer an individual child — or a whole generation of
children — toward a successful future. This provocative and profoundly hopeful book will not
only inspire and engage readers; it will also change our understanding of childhood itself.

Discussion Questions
1) In his introduction, Tough discusses the cognitive hypothesis — the commonly held assumption that success
depends primarily on cognitive skills. How is the cognitive hypothesis reflected in the curriculum you teach?

2) Tough notes that in the past decade researchers from disparate fields “have begun to produce evidence
that calls into question many of the assumptions behind the cognitive hypothesis.” What these researchers
claim matters most is to help children develop such qualities as “persistence, self-control, curiosity, conscientiousness, grit, and self-confidence” (xv). Based on your own experience as an educator, do you agree with the
findings of these researchers? In what ways does your school help cultivate these character traits within
and outside the curriculum?

3) Elizabeth Dozier, the principal of Fenger High School in Chicago, says she came to the realization that a
neighborhood school is a reflection of the community, and that “you can’t expect to solve the problems of a
school without taking into account what’s happening in the community” (5). In what ways are challenges in your
school a reflection of the problems in the community you serve? In what ways can your school strengthen ties
with the community? How would a stronger connection with the community you serve benefit your school?

4) Tough writes, “Children who grow up in stressful environments generally find it harder to sit still, harder
to rebound from disappointments, and harder to follow directions” (17). What can teachers do to mitigate the
stress that students bring with them to the classroom?

5) How can the extensive research Tough reports on the impact of poverty on the emotional and physical health
of children be addressed in the school environment?

6) Citing Keitha’s story as an example, Tough writes that “teenagers . . . have the ability — or at least the potential — to rethink and remake their lives in a way that younger children do not” (48). What are some examples
from your own teaching experience of students making this turnaround from a course of near-certain failure to
success?

7) Tough writes, “For many of us, character refers to something innate and unchanging, a core set of attributes
that define one’s very essence. Seligman and Peterson defined character in a different way: a set of abilities or
strengths that are very much changeable — entirely malleable, in fact. They are skills you can learn; they are skills
you can practice; and they are skills you can teach” (59). Do you agree with Seligman and Peterson’s definition
of character? Can the character traits Tough says are essential to success be taught in the existing curriculum?
Is it necessary to change the curriculum to accommodate the teaching of these character traits?

8) Tough reports that a national evaluation of character education programs by the U.S. Department of Education found that seven popular elementary school programs “had no significant impact at all from the programs
— not on student behavior, not on academic achievement, not on school culture” (60). How would you rate the
effectiveness of the character education program in your school?

9) Although “giving kids material incentives to succeed should make a big difference,” Tough writes, “in practice
it often doesn’t work that way” (66). What has been your experience with the successes and /or failures of incentives for both students and teachers?

10) Tough writes, “It is a central paradox of contemporary parenting . . . we have an acute, almost biological
impulse to protect our children, to give them everything they want and need, to protect them from dangers and
discomforts both large and small. And yet we know . . . that what kids need more than anything is a little hardship: some challenge, some deprivation they can overcome, even if to prove to themselves that they can” (84).
What more can schools do to convince parents that experience with adversity and even failure is beneficial to a
child’s character development?

11) What does Tough find particularly notable about the IS 318 chess team? How does the team’s success support
Tough’s view that developing children’s character traits will lead them to success?

12) In what ways can cognitive flexibility and cognitive self-control that Elizabeth Spiegel teaches to her students
in chess be applied to other academic subject areas?

13) “Over the past few years,” Tough writes, “it has become clear that the United States does not so much have
a problem of limited and unequal college access, it has a problem of limited and unequal college completion”
(150). What did the authors of Crossing the Finish Line discover is the most accurate predictor of college completion? What more can schools do to help enable students to complete college?

14) What do you consider to be the pros and cons of intervention programs like OneGoal and Tools of
the Mind?

15) What are five strategies your school could implement to help develop persistence, self-control, curiosity, conscientiousness, grit, and self-confidence in its students?
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